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Principles of small molecule activation by metalloenzymes as
exemplified by the soluble methane monooxygenase from
Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath)*
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Many metalloenzymes activate small molecules in a manner that is unique to natural systems. In this Perspective
we discuss the soluble methane monooxygenase protein system from Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath), which uses
a mixed-function oxidase to convert methane selectively to methanol. Through a series of biophysical studies,
theoretical calculations, synthetic model studies and mechanistic biochemical experiments, the respective roles
of the carboxylate-bridged non-heme diiron center and the protein environment in controlling the enzyme
mechanism have been delineated. These results are used to identify themes common among metalloenzymes
that activate small molecules and to identify future directions for the study of this protein system.

Although the field of bioinorganic chemistry is young com-
pared to other areas of the discipline, such as organic synthesis,
its subject matter may be traced perhaps even to the origin of
life itself. Nickel and iron sulfide surfaces have been implicated
as catalysts responsible for the chemoautotrophic events which
occurred during primordial metabolism.1 In this scenario,
chemical sources rather than sunlight provided energy for
emerging organisms, and bioinorganic units were vital in har-
nessing this energy. During the subsequent evolution of higher
life forms, the special properties of transition metals as catalysts
were preserved in the form of metalloenzymes which could
achieve difficult feats of activation such as occurs in CO
dehydrogenase/acetyl CoA synthase.2 As modern biochemistry
evolved in the current century, metalloproteins attracted atten-
tion because of their bright colors and magnetic properties, the
heme and iron–sulfur proteins providing especially good
examples of these phenomena. Other, equally important, pro-
teins which lacked these distinguishing features were sometimes
overlooked. Urease, the first enzyme to be crystallized,3 con-
tains nickel, but this fact was revealed only decades following its
isolation.4 Today, catalysis by metal-containing enzymes is
a topic of great interest, not only to provide an understanding
of a specific biological function, but also because knowledge of
these processes provides clues to fundamental principles of
chemical reactivity which are of potential utility in the chemical
industry.5

With the maturing of bioinorganic chemistry,6 it became pos-
sible to formulate general principles which together created a
body of knowledge by which new phenomena could be under-
stood. Metalloenzymes have been a prominent focus of this
work and will be the topic of most of the discussion in this
Perspective. Apart from accelerating the rates of chemical
reactions, however, metal ions can play key structural roles in
biology by effecting the long distance transfer of electrons and
controlling fundamental signalling mechanisms in the cell.
Moreover, several active pharmaceuticals depend on metal
chemistry, examples being bleomycin and cisplatin.5a

Metal ions are often key components of enzymes which
manipulate or activate chemical units having only two to five
atoms.7 What might be the role of the metal in such a metallo-

* Based on the presentation given at Dalton Discussion No. 2, 2nd–5th
September 1997, University of East Anglia, UK.
Non-SI units employed : cal = 4.184 J, atm = 101 325 Pa, Da ≈ 1.66 ×
10227 kg.

enzyme? A classical view of enzyme mechanisms holds that
binding energy provides a significant amount of the rate
enhancement observed in biocatalysis.8 By using binding
energy, an enzyme increases the effective concentrations of
reactants and holds them in the optimal position to interact
with one another or with a protein component. When the
substrate is a large molecule, such as a carbohydrate or
another protein, binding energy is afforded by multiple weak,
non-covalent forces such as hydrogen bonds or hydrophobic
interactions. When the substrate is dioxygen or another small
molecule (Fig. 1),2,9–14 this form of rate enhancement is unavail-
able because molecules having so few atoms cannot provide a
sufficient number of such weak interactions. Instead, advantage
may be taken of co-ordination chemistry, the binding of small
substrates as ligands to metal centres, thereby effecting kinetic-
ally difficult transformations. In addition, many of the metals
employed in biological systems have redox potentials within the
physiological range of ±800 mV. This characteristic, and the
ability of these potentials to be tuned by the ligand environ-
ment, are exploited in the activation of several of the molecules
in Fig. 1.5a

Redox-active metalloenzymes facilitate reactions of dioxygen
because the metal can overcome the kinetic barrier imposed by
the triplet ground state of O2. Reactions of triplet oxygen with
organic compounds are slow because they are spin-forbidden.15

The barrier to reactions with photochemically generated singlet
oxygen is 15 kcal mol21 lower in energy than that with triplet
oxygen. To react with a hydrocarbon by a non-photochemical
route, triplet oxygen must be converted to singlet oxygen by a
radical process or must be activated by co-ordination to a tran-
sition metal having an incompletely filled shell of d electrons.
Because radical processes often leak toxic by-products capable
of damaging organisms, many of the systems which require
dioxygen employ metalloenzymes.

The discussion thus far has stressed the role of the metal in a
metalloenzyme, but the amino acid side chains at the active site
cannot be ignored. Proteins can use such cavities, as illustrated
by the gray area in Fig. 2, to guide substrates to the active site,
orient them with respect to metal-activated species, and
increase the local concentration of substrates at the reactive
center. An advantage of metalloproteins over simpler co-
ordination compounds as catalysts is that a kinetically labile
and reactive moiety can be stabilized by the protein environ-
ment. These stabilizing forces are represented in Fig. 2 by solid
lines which tether metal ions to the active site cavity. Reactive
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Fig. 1 Small molecules activated by metalloenzymes. Clockwise from top: H2 and the active site of hydrogenase; 9 O2 and the heme a3-CuB site of
cytochrome c oxidase; 10 NO and a model for the mononuclear iron active site of nitric oxide reductase; 11 CO and the nickel–iron–sulfur centre of
carbon monoxide dehydrogenase/acetyl CoA synthase; 2 CH4, O2 and the non-heme diiron active site of methane monooxygenase; 12 H2O and a
proposed model for the oxygen-evolving complex of photosystem II; 13 and N2 and the iron–molybdenum cofactor of nitrogenase 14
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intermediates which convert to non-productive products in free
solution are sequestered within the protein environment, as
symbolized in Fig. 2 by the striped enclosure. The presence of
the protein scaffolding adds an element of control to the system
by facilitating interactions with other protein molecules that
modulate the activity of the catalyst. It can be disadvantageous
for an enzyme to produce active species indiscriminately, and
protein–protein interactions can regulate the formation and
quantity of such species during catalysis.

Common Themes in Small Molecule Activation
Some of the reasons nature employs metalloenzymes to activate
small molecules have been discussed. Beyond these rather basic
concepts, however, additional common themes are emerging as
more systems are examined. In the following sections we discuss
these points and illustrate them with results of studies on the
soluble methane monooxygenase (sMMO) from Methylococcus

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of a metalloprotein active site. The
protein construct stabilizes kinetically labile metals (forces represented
by lines), sequesters active intermediates (barrier shown by striped bar),
and provides a substrate binding site (depicted in gray)

M Mn+ n+

capsulatus (Bath), carried out mainly in our laboratory. Certain
of the conclusions have a generality which provide a common
ground for comparing and contrasting the outcome of experi-
ments performed on related systems.

Achievement of kinetically difficult transformations

Metalloenzymes can catalyze reactions which are difficult to
duplicate outside of a natural system. Even when the active site
structure can be modeled, its function is frequently not
achieved. There are exceptions, of course, and some of the reac-
tions catalyzed by metalloenzymes can be carried out by non-
biomimetic systems, but mimicking bioinorganic reactions
remains a significant challenge.

The sMMO system oxidizes methane to methanol using
dioxygen, as indicated in equation (1).16–18 In this mixed-

CH4 1 O2 1 NADH 1 H1 →
CH3OH 1 H2O 1 NAD1 (1)

function oxidation chemistry, one atom of dioxygen is
incorporated into substrate and the other into water. The
remarkable chemical reaction occurs at a carboxylate-bridged
non-heme diiron active site housed in the hydroxylase enzyme,
as illustrated in Fig. 3. The enzyme releases methanol before
further oxidation can occur. For methane-requiring bacteria
which employ sMMO, the reaction supplies both carbon and
energy.19 These methanotrophs and others like them play an
important role in the global carbon cycle, preventing most of
the methane produced by anaerobic microflora from reaching
the atmosphere, where it contributes to the greenhouse effect,
and recycling it back into the biosphere.20 Methanotrophic
bacteria have been used to remove oil spills from contamin-
ated beaches and to degrade halogenoalkane contaminants in
drinking water.21

The carboxylate-bridged diiron centres in sMMO activate
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two small molecules, dioxygen and methane, to achieve a reac-
tion which cannot be duplicated industrially except at high
temperatures and pressures.22 The conversion of methane to
methanol is desirable because most of the abundant sources of
natural gas are located in remote areas, and transport of a
combustible gas poses significant problems. Conversion to
methanol is economically competitive with shipping liquefied
natural gas, even with the present inefficient conversion pro-
cesses. The transformation of methane to methanol involves
first its conversion to syngas (CO 1 H2) by desulfurization fol-
lowed by steam reforming [equation (2)], a process requiring

CH4 1 H2O → CO 1 3H2 (2)

temperatures in excess of 800 8C. Syngas is then converted into
methanol at 200–300 8C and 50–100 atm. Methods being
developed for the direct oxidation of methane to methanol cur-
rently produce only very low yields of the desired product. If
such methods could be improved, the liquefaction of methane
would accrue significant economic benefits.

Apart from its industrial potential, the selective activation of
unactivated carbon–hydrogen bonds in homogeneous solution
was recently identified as one of the ‘Holy Grails’ of modern
chemistry.23 Attempts to achieve this transformation have typ-
ically failed by virtue of their inability to mimic one or more of
the steps in the biological oxidation of methane by sMMO.
Some reactions are not catalytic, others require tert-butyl hydro-
peroxide or another active oxygen source other than O2, and
still others demand high temperatures (>100 8C) and pressures
(>50 atm). Many simply cannot oxidize methane or they oxi-
dize it beyond the level of methanol. Recently, methane was
oxidized to methanol by using dioxygen at 40 8C.24,25 The best
catalytic system, a EuCl3–Zn–CF3CO2H–TiO2 system, con-
verted methane into methanol with a turnover number of
about 10 h21.25 The sMMO enzyme from M. capsulatus (Bath)
performs the reaction with a turnover number of >0.19 s21.26

Multi-protein enzyme systems

Like many bioinorganic systems, sMMO is a multi-protein con-
struct. Our group focuses on sMMO from Methylococcus cap-
sulatus (Bath), a strain native to the thermal springs at Bath,
UK, and kindly provided by Professor H. Dalton.27 Other
laboratories investigate material isolated from a different bac-
terial strain, Methylosinus trichosporium OB3b.17,18 The sMMO
from M. capsulatus (Bath) has been resolved into three con-
stituent proteins.27 The hydroxylase is a dimeric 251 kDa
enzyme (MMOH) having α2β2γ2 stoichiometry with one non-
heme diiron active site in each α subunit.28 Its crystal struc-

Fig. 3 View of the non-heme diiron active site housed in the α subunit
of the sMMO hydroxylase enzyme. This diferric active site structure
was determined at 2160 8C.12 An identical unit in the other α subunit is
not shown
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ture 12,29,30 revealed the active site and overall protein structure
shown schematically in Fig. 3. A second component protein is a
38.5 kDa reductase (MMOR) which contains an Fe2S2 cluster
and an FAD moiety which accepts electrons in the form
of hydride ion from NADH.27,31 A 16 kDa coupling protein,
designated protein B (MMOB),32 couples consumption of elec-
trons by the reductase with reduction of the diiron centers in
the hydroxylase, preparing them for reaction with dioxygen and,
ultimately, productive hydroxylation of the substrate. Binding
of protein B to the hydroxylase affects the active site geometry,
the regioselectivity of oxidation, and the lifetime of intermedi-
ates observed spectroscopically in single turnover reactions
(see below).33

The compartmentalization of functions among the three pro-
teins regulates the system at several levels. If  the hydroxylase
active sites were to react directly with NADH, this reducing
agent might be consumed in the absence of substrate. Without
MMOB, the hydroxylase undergoes non-productive futile reac-
tion cycles with dioxygen to make water.33b Early evidence that
component protein interactions regulate the system was the
discovery that the resting state FeIIIFeIII hydroxylase could be
titrated with electrons to yield the mixed valent FeIIFeIII and
fully reduced FeIIFeII forms,34 but that, in a reconstituted
system containing MMOH, MMOR, MMOB, and substrate,
the potential for transfer of the second electron became more
positive than for the first.35 As a consequence, the diiron site
was reduced by two electrons from the diferric directly to the
diferrous state, forming little or none of the non-physiologically
active mixed valent FeIIFeIII form. Recently, the reductase was
identified as the component responsible for this behaviour,
and remarkably, it could exert the effect when present at only
10% of the concentration of active sites.36 These and other
experiments indicate that the MMOB and MMOR components
help maintain exquisite control of the catalytic activity of the
dinuclear active sites in MMOH.

Electron transfer over a distance

A significant property of metal ions is their ability to undergo
reversible electron-transfer reactions at physiologically relevant
potentials. In bioinorganic systems in which redox catalysis is
employed, electrons are often transported over long distances
(>10–20 Å) such that sites of reduction and oxidation can be
widely separated. The donor and acceptor sites can even be in
different proteins in a multi-component system, as discussed
in the previous section, requiring long range electron transfer
between protein molecules. The pathway of electron transfer
from donor to acceptor through and between protein molecules
has also been the subject of intense experimental and theo-
retical scrutiny, with attention focused on the question of
whether through-bond or through-space movements are more
likely to be involved.37

As mentioned earlier, the initial electron acceptor from the
NADH molecule in sMMO is MMOR. This protein in turn
reduces the hydroxylase, poising it to react with dioxygen.
Exactly how MMOH and MMOR interact and how electrons
access the diiron active sites remain unresolved. As of this
writing, no crystal structures of complexes between sMMO
components are available, although chemical cross-linking
studies have indicated that MMOR binds to the β subunit of
MMOH.38 To address this question further, the MMOH crystal
structures were systematically examined to identify putative
sites of protein–protein interactions.39 In this analysis, it was
hypothesized that extended helix–helix contacts between two
individual hydroxylase molecules in a crystal lattice might
mimic contacts between MMOH and either of its partner pro-
teins, MMOB and MMOR. Interacting regions having more
than three helical turns were analyzed to determine whether
they shared homology with sequences in MMOB and MMOR.
One eleven-amino-acid sequence in domain 2 of the α subunit
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of MMOH 29 displayed homology to a region of MMOR. This
peptide was synthesized and added to a kinetic assay of MMO
activity which it inhibited with an IC50 corresponding to a Kd

value of <100 µ. By using the structure of a homologous
reductase, a binding model was developed for the interaction
between MMOH and MMOR, which if  correct would help to
identify the point of initiation of electron transfer into the
hydroxylase.

Access to the MMOH active sites

The three-dimensional structure of a metalloenzyme, deter-
mined by X-ray crystallographic or NMR spectroscopic
methods, reveals the position and geometry of the active site.
When the metal core is buried within the protein matrix, it is
interesting to inquire how the substrates reach the active site
and by what pathway products depart.

The sMMO hydroxylase can oxidize a broad range of sub-
strates, including alkanes, alkenes, ethers, amines and halogeno-
carbons.40–45 The binding of these different substrates in the
vicinity of the diiron centers in the α subunits was considered
following the determination of the MMOH crystal struc-
ture.29,39 Hydrophobic pockets were identified in a chain leading
from the very hydrophobic cavity right at the active site, cavity
1, and extending outward through domain 1 of the α subunit
toward the protein surface (Fig. 4).29 The cavities were not con-
nected into a channel, however. For example, in the first struc-
ture analyzed the cavity adjacent to the active site, cavity 2 in
Fig. 4, was partitioned from cavity 1 by side chains of a leucine,
a phenylalanine and a threonine residue. Similar side chain
contacts separated other pairs of adjacent cavities from one
another. In more recent experiments, xenon gas was used as a
probe for putative methane binding pockets in MMOH. Xenon
has the same size as methane but, owing to its high electron
density, is much more readily identified by X-ray crystal-
lography. When MMOH crystals were pressurized with Xe
gas, a well ordered xenon atom was found in cavity 2.39 In
other forms of the crystal, including one grown from solu-
tions containing MMOB, the leucine residue blocking access
to cavity 1 from cavity 2 had an altered side chain conform-
ation such as to open a connection between the two cav-
ities.39,46 This so-called ‘leucine gate’ was also in the open
position in crystals where the diiron centre had been chem-
ically reduced to the FeIIFeII state. The leucine gate thus
appears to regulate substrate access to the active site, and
may represent one way in which protein–protein interactions

Fig. 4 The α subunit of sMMO hydroxylase showing the hydrophobic
cavities leading from the active site (cavity 1) to the protein surface
(cavity 3). Iron atoms are depicted as striped spheres

might control the chemistry at the catalytic iron center. For
example, dioxygen or methane might be excluded from the
active site until the gate opens, a process which could be
triggered by binding of one of the other protein components
and/or reduction of the hydroxylase diiron centres.

Theoretical calculations have also been used to identify
possible sites of substrate binding to MMOH. One study 47

used a docking methodology and energy minimization which
combined Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics techniques.
Several putative binding sites were identified, with the favored
ones depending mostly on the size of the substrate. A site
corresponding to cavity 1 (Fig. 4) was favored by small sub-
strates such as methane. Two other sites displayed favorable
interactions with larger substrates and were located in pockets
at or near the protein surface, somewhat removed from the
active site. None of the sites was the one occupied by Xe in the
crystal structure experiment.39 Studies of this kind do not
address the dynamics of substrate binding to the active site, and
it is not obvious how substrates would make their way to the
catalytic center without movement of protein side chains.

Substrate selectivity and diagnostic probes

Bioinorganic catalysts act upon a selected set of substrates,
accelerating the rate of the desired chemical transformation.
The attendant selectivity and rate enhancement may reflect the
steric requirements of a substrate binding pocket and the power
of the active species generated in the catalytic reaction cycle.
The wide range of substrates oxidized by the soluble MMO
systems,41 for example, contrasts with the relatively narrow
set of molecules which can be hydroxylated by the copper-
containing particulate MMO (pMMO) hydroxylase.48 Both will
oxidize methane, which has a C]H bond energy of 104 kcal
mol21, and release the product without further oxidation, des-
pite the fact that the C]H bond strength of methanol is only 94
kcal mol21.49 Mechanistic proposals must account for these
properties. Since hydroxylating species in both sMMO and
pMMO must be sufficiently powerful to be able to oxidize
methane, one might therefore surmise that the active site of the
latter is smaller to account for its more stringent substrate
specificity. Both must be sufficiently hydrophobic such that
methanol is extruded before further oxidation can occur. The
hydrophobic character of the active site of sMMOH has
already been established from the crystal-structure deter-
mination.29

The ability of sMMO to oxidize a wide range of substrates
has enabled the use of diagnostic substrate probes to delineate
aspects of the enzyme mechanism. Such probes were used
extensively in mechanistic studies of cytochrome P-450, the
heme iron analog of sMMO.50 Radical clock substrate probes
are molecules that contain strained rings which open if  radical
intermediates are formed during the course of an oxidation
reaction [Fig. 5(a)]. When the rate constant for the ring opening
step is known, the lifetime of the putative radical intermediates
can be estimated from the ratio of acyclic to cyclic products
obtained in the reaction. The oxidation of such probes by the
cytochrome P-450 enzyme system has been used as evidence to
support the widely accepted radical rebound mechanism,50

although recent work has questioned this interpretation.51 Rad-
ical clock substrate probes applied in the sMMO system
revealed no or only very small amounts of ring opened prod-
ucts with M. trichosporium sMMO 43,44 and none for the M.
capsulatus sMMO enzyme.44,45 These results suggested either
formation of a radical species with an exceedingly short lifetime
(τ < 10 13 s) or no substrate radical at all during the course of
the hydroxylation reaction.44

Both sMMO systems have been probed mechanistically by
using alkanes made chiral through the use of the three isotopes
of hydrogen.52,53 If  a substrate radical were to form upon activ-
ation of [1H][2H][3H]C]CH3, for example, rotation about the
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C]C bond in the resulting ethyl radical before recombination
would give rise to inverted products [Fig. 5(b)]. The rate of
this rotation can be calculated at a given temperature from
transition-state theory and the free energy for the process. As in
the case of the radical clock substrate probes, the product dis-
tribution can be used to compute a rate constant for a putative
radical rebound step. If  a very long-lived radical develops,
racemization will occur, whereas fully concerted processes will
give rise either to complete retention or complete inversion. The
sMMO systems from both M. capsulatus (Bath) and M. tri-
chosporium OB3b yielded ≈30% inverted products when chiral
ethane was employed as the substrate, and even less when the
butane analog was used. In the case of M. trichosporium OB3b,
the presence of inverted products was interpreted as evidence
for a very short-lived alkyl radical intermediate.52 For the M.
capsulatus (Bath) enzyme, the calculated radical lifetime of less
than 100 femtoseconds was deemed too short to support a rad-
ical intermediate, and a non-synchronous concerted mechanism
was invoked instead.53 The question of whether or not discrete
substrate radicals are formed during the course of sMMO
oxidations remains a topic of debate.

Detailed steps in the catalytic mechanism

When a catalytic reaction can be synchronized so that all of the
active sites undergo the same transformations simultaneously,
transient kinetics can be employed to identify possible inter-
mediate species. In this manner, the discrete steps between the
initiation of a reaction and return to the enzyme resting state
can be defined. Metalloenzymes are often amenable to such
studies because spectroscopy can be applied to probe the exist-
ence of intermediates as well as stable states.7 Charge transfer
or d–d electronic transitions enable the use of UV/VIS
spectroscopy, and when excitation of one of these electronic
bands enhances a vibrational mode, resonance-Raman spectra
can be obtained. Unpaired electrons at the metal center allow
the use of electron paramagnetic (EPR) and other more
advanced magnetic resonance techniques. Mössbauer spectro-
scopy provides valuable insight into the oxidation state and
electronic environment of iron proteins, in particular. X-Ray
absorption spectroscopy can provide information about oxid-

Fig. 5 (a) Ring opening of a radical clock substrate probe. If
hydrogen-atom abstraction occurs, hydroxylation competes with ring
opening, giving rise to cyclic and acyclic products. (b) Oxidation of
isotopically substituted chiral ethane. If  a radical is formed, rotation
about the C]C bond results in products displaying retention or inver-
sion of configuration
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ation state and geometry of the metal. Information about
metastable intermediates is helpful in constructing the detailed
reaction cycle of a metalloenzyme and guides the synthesis of
spectroscopic and functional models.

For sMMO, the hydroxylase can be chemically reduced in an
anaerobic environment. When MMOB is added and the result-
ing solution mixed rapidly with dioxygen in the absence of sub-
strate, several intermediate species are observed.33a The single
turnover reaction can be monitored continuously, by using
stopped-flow spectroscopy, or discontinuously, with freeze–
quench methodology. Experiments of this kind led to the postu-
lated existence of an early intermediate in the reaction cycle of
MMOH from M. trichosporium OB3b,54 and this species was
directly observed in subsequent studies of the M. capsulatus
(Bath) proteins. In a series of freeze–quench Mössbauer
experiments, the intermediate was determined to attain its max-
imum concentration 156 ms after mixing.55 The isomer shift
(δ = 0.66 mm s21) suggested a diferric site and later stopped-
flow UV/VIS spectroscopic experiments accumulated add-
itional evidence that the species was a (µ-1,2-peroxo)diiron()
complex, designated Hperoxo or P.56,57 In particular, it had an
optical absorption band with λmax ≈ 725 nm. Several possible
symmetric diferric peroxo structures for Hperoxo are depicted
in Fig. 6(a)–6(c). Shortly after the peroxo intermediate was
identified in MMOH, three model compounds featuring (µ-1,2-
peroxo)diiron() cores were crystallographically charac-
terized,59–61 all having spectral features similar to those of the
protein intermediate. In two of the three complexes,60,61 the
Fe]O]O]Fe dihedral angles were approximately 08, resembling
the structure in Fig. 6(b). In the third, however, the conform-
ation of the peroxo unit more closely resembled bridging mode

Fig. 6 Candidates for the structures of intermediates in the sMMO
catalytic cycle. (a)–(d ) Possible structures of the diiron() peroxo
intermediate. (a) An η2,η2-peroxo species. The Fe2O2 unit could be
either planar or folded about the O]O bond. (b) An η1,η1 species with a
dihedral Fe]O]O]Fe angle of 08. (c) Another version of the η1,η1-
peroxo conformation with a significant dihedral angle. (d ) The lowest
energy configuration of a diiron() peroxo species as determined by
density functional theory.58 (e)–(i ) Possible structures of intermediate
Q. (e) A diiron() dioxo, or diferryl, configuration. (f ) A di(µ-
oxo)diiron() species. (g) A di(µ-oxyl)radical diiron() species. (h) A
species with one bridging and one terminal oxo group. (i ) A configur-
ation determined by density functional calculations, featuring an oxo-
bridged structure with a terminal oxygen radical 58
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(c) in Fig. 6, with a dihedral angle of 538.59 The single quad-
rupole doublet in its Mössbauer spectrum and isomer shift were
nearly identical to the corresponding values in intermediate
Hperoxo. Because of the close match in Mössbauer parameters,
this bridging mode is the one currently favored as that most
likely to occur in Hperoxo.

The nature of intermediates in the MMOH reaction cycle has
been probed by various theoretical methods. An approximate
extended-Hückel calculation interrogated structures for the
peroxo intermediate,62,63 the one of lowest energy being the
µ-1,2-peroxo binding mode of Fig. 6(c). Methane did not inter-
act favorably with the peroxo intermediate in any of the binding
modes investigated. Density functional theory (DFT) has also
been employed to investigate the sMMO oxidation mechan-
ism.58 The lowest energy structure for the peroxo intermediate
was similar to that favored by the extended-Hückel calculations,
but with one iron atom experiencing η2 character with respect
to peroxide ligand [Fig. 6(d )].

Despite the availability of several structural and spectro-
scopic models for the diiron() peroxo intermediate of sMMO,
none exhibits properties that mimic its functional chemistry.
Such a species should, like the enzyme active site, spon-
taneously convert to intermediates observed later in the
catalytic cycle and/or selectively hydroxylate alkanes. Instead,
without the protective scaffolding afforded by the protein, the
peroxo complexes are metastable and decay mainly by non-
productive bimolecular pathways.64,65 The formation of an
active hydroxylating species from a diferric peroxo intermediate
remains a major goal of this field.

In the protein system, Hperoxo spontaneously converts to a
bright yellow intermediate known as Q, which has been exten-
sively studied by Mössbauer (δ = 0.21 mm s21, ∆EQ = 0.68 mm
s21 and δ = 0.14 mm s21, ∆EQ = 0.55 mm s21) and optical spec-
troscopy (λmax = 350 and 420 nm).33a,54,66 These spectral proper-
ties suggest a diamagnetic, high valent iron() oxo species but
offer no unique interpretation. A recent extended X-ray absorp-
tion fine structure (EXAFS) experiment provided evidence for a
2.45 Å Fe ? ? ? Fe distance in Q from M. trichosporium OB3b,
together with two 1.77 Å Fe]O bonds.66 The former distance is
short and suggests multiple single atom bridges linking the iron
atoms. The Fe]O bond lengths are consistent with either FeIII

or FeIV oxidation levels. The EXAFS results were interpreted as
evidence for a di(µ-oxo)diiron() rhombus like the one illus-
trated in Fig. 6( f ), but other structures are equally likely.

The nature of intermediate Q has also been investigated by
extended-Hückel theory.62,63 A di(µ-oxo) structure like the one
just discussed 66 interacted repulsively with methane and there-
fore was excluded as the active hydroxylating species. Instead, a
five-co-ordinate ferryl intermediate was preferred that inter-
acted with methane, distorting it into a geometry having C3v

symmetry and an Fe]C bond. In the DFT calculations,58 the
di(µ-oxo)diiron() structure was invoked as being on the path-
way, but was not considered to be the likely activator of sub-
strate. Instead, this configuration was proposed to rearrange
into an FeIII]O]FeIV]O? species [Fig. 6(i )], which would react
with methane by hydrogen-atom abstraction and Fe]C bond
formation. These issues must be resolved because, if  there is to
be any hope of producing functional models of enzymatic
systems, we must understand the transient intermediates,
what causes them to form, and what chemistry they can achieve.

Intermediate Q is widely held to be the one which reacts with
substrate to form product. Its decay is accelerated by addition
of substrate,33a and several intermediates following Q in the
reaction cycle have been postulated.18 A product-bound inter-
mediate has been observed by optical spectroscopy for the reac-
tion of nitrobenzene with M. trichosporium OB3b hydroxy-
lase.54 Once Q delivers its oxidizing equivalents to substrate, the
diiron center returns to the FeIIIFeIIIresting state. In the absence
of additional reducing equivalents in the form of NADH/
MMOR or another reductant, the single turnover experiment

is concluded. The M. capsulatus (Bath) catalytic cycle showing
the intermediates thus far identified is depicted schematically
in Fig. 7.

The identification of intermediates on the catalytic pathway
is the key to understanding all metalloenzymes. Because many
small molecule substrates have strong or multiple bonds, very
reactive species may be required for their activation. In order
for a spectroscopically identified species to qualify as an inter-
mediate on the catalytic pathway, it must be both catalytically
and chemically competent. Catalytic competence requires that
the observed transient appear and convert on a time-scale fast
enough for it to account for product accumulation. This cri-
terion requires study of the system under steady-state condi-
tions. In the present example, the turnover number for methane
has been reported to be 0.19 s21,26 and a more recent determin-
ation suggests a value of 0.6 s21.33b No step can occur more
slowly than this limiting value, and postulated mechanisms
which include slower steps can be discounted. The second cri-
terion, that of chemical competence, means that the observed
intermediate can effect the transformation attributed to it.
Comparisons with known model chemistry can help to assure
chemical competence, as can well executed theoretical
calculations.

Conclusion
Significant progress has been made in understanding how the
soluble methane monooxygenase system achieves the hydroxyl-
ation of methane under physiological conditions. Through
application of a wide range of methodologies from both bio-
chemistry and inorganic chemistry, we now know the three-
dimensional structure of the hydroxylase enzyme, the nature of
key intermediates in the reaction cycle, and aspects of how the
three protein components interact and regulate the system.
Several issues remain unresolved, however. We should like to
understand more fully the mechanisms which control the select-
ivity of hydrocarbon oxidation, determine the structures of the
MMOB and MMOR components and complexes between all
three proteins, uncover how substrates and products traverse
the protein matrix into and out of the active site, and probe the
mechanism by which different substrates react. The nature of
the existing intermediates is not fully understood and, espe-
cially, the key C]H bond-cleavage and C]O bond-forming
steps are unknown. Finally, we should also like to be able to
mimic the alkane hydroxylation chemistry with small molecule
synthetic analogs.

What features of the sMMO system are likely to be shared
by other metalloproteins that activate small molecules? Co-

Fig. 7 Catalytic cycle for sMMO from M. capsulatus (Bath) including
all observed intermediates
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ordinative unsaturation and unusual oxidation states observed
in the reduced hydroxylase and intermediate Q are two
properties that are likely to be of more general consequence.
The control of the system by multi-protein interactions, and the
separation of electron entry from substrate activation units
on different proteins, should also find common ground among
the systems that achieve some of the other functions illustrated
in Fig. 1. Formation of reactive intermediates, and protection
of those intermediates by the protein environment, may also be
recurring features of these systems. Specific mechanisms that
recruit small substrates to the active sites will be better defined
with additional macromolecular structure determinations.

Enough work has now been done in the area of bioinorganic
enzymology to define it as a distinct field, to fill textbooks and
special issues of journals, and to begin to identify common
themes. Still, many key problems in the field are far from being
solved. The perspective in five years time should look quite
different.
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